
Why Insight for Azure virtual machines? 

Insight is your expert 
connection to the 
Microsoft products that 
make your business 
run smarter.

Microsoft Azure Virtual 
Machine Services
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Insight is Microsoft’s largest global Licensing Solution Provider (LSP) and has been providing Microsoft® 
solutions for more than 25 years. As one of the first Microsoft LSPs and enterprise software advisors, we 
put Microsoft at the center of our end-to-end strategy to help businesses run smarter. We collaborate 
to deliver intelligent technology solutions that meet your strategic business needs and optimize your 
technology investments.

 • Microsoft’s largest Azure™ partner 

 • Microsoft Azure Circle Partner 

 • Dedicated team of Azure technical solution advisors 

How Azure virtual machines will help your business
Microsoft Azure Virtual Machines (VMs) allow you to launch Windows Server® and Linux® in minutes.  
You can scale from one to thousands of VM instances quickly with built-in virtual networking and load  
balancing. Leverage hybrid consistency with what you get on premises, and run Microsoft SQL Server®  
and SharePoint® Server in the Microsoft Cloud, as well as Oracle®, MySQL®, Redis, MongoDB® and more.
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Deployment Services
Insight makes your deployment as seamless as possible with our complimentary Deployment Services. We’ll help with your adoption and migration 
of Microsoft Azure to ensure you achieve success in deployment.

Azure virtual machine key features

Agility
Microsoft Azure VMs allow you to deploy a wide range of computing solutions in an agile way. You can deploy any workload,  
in any language, on nearly any operating system almost instantaneously, and you pay only by the minute. 

Azure Resource Manager 
(ARM) templates

ARM templates enable single-click deployments of complex applications into a resource group. This group can contain all  
elements of an application that can then be managed as a single unit through advanced Role-Based Access Control (RBAC)  
and tagging capabilities.

Microsoft’s best  
applications in the cloud

It’s easy to deploy Microsoft enterprise applications on Azure VMs. From SharePoint to Microsoft Dynamics® to System Center, 
you get great stability, performance and guidance when running on Azure. 

Security and compliance
Leverage solutions to protect your application data through encryption, and secure your network using Azure virtual networks 
and security groups. Certification for key compliance programs allows you to create compliant solutions that meet regulations.

Open, with options
On Azure, you have the choice of a full range of Linux distributions, like Ubuntu® and SUSE®; community-driven 
solutions like Chef, Puppet® and Docker®; and other products like Oracle database and Oracle WebLogic® Server. 

SQL Server
Using an image built by the SQL Server team, you can provision SQL Server in minutes. Create VMs using free Microsoft  
Developer Network (MSDN) licenses for fast development testing, or deploy complex production applications spanning  
multiple Azure regions.

Hybrid connections

Using virtual networks, define the subnets and preferred Domain Name System (DNS) IPs of your network. Connect with your 
VMs in Azure using a secure Virtual Private Network (VPN), or establish direct connections using ExpressRoute®.

Load balancing across multiple instances is included and easy to configure. Create the load balancer, add security 
Access Control Lists (ACLs) and define specific probes to help monitor application health — all within the easy-to-use portal.

Premium storage
With Azure Premium Storage, your applications can have up to 32TB of storage per VM and achieve 64,000 Input/Output 
Operations Per Second (IOPS) per VM with extremely low latencies for read operations.

High-Performance  
Computing (HPC) in the 
cloud, on demand

Run your HPC applications using high-performance A8 and A9 compute instances on Azure, and take advantage of a back-end 
network with Message Passing Interface (MPI) latency under 3 microseconds and non-blocking 32 Gbps throughput.


